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Abstract
In the present work, we investigate threshold characteristics of a single mode 1.55 µm InGaAsP
vertical cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL) with two different optical confinement structures.
The device employs InGaAsP active region, which is sandwiched between GaAs/AlGaAs and
GaAs/AlAs distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs). The optical confinement introduced by the oxide
aperture or a single defect photonic crystal design with holes etched throughout the whole structure, is compared with previous work. Photonic crystal VCSEL shows 30.86% and 57.02% lower
threshold current than that of the similar oxide confined VCSEL and previous results, respectively.
This paper provides key results of the threshold characteristics, including the threshold current
and the threshold power. Results suggest that, the 1.55 μm InGaAsP photonic crystal VCSEL seems
to be the most optimal one for light sources in high performance optical communication systems.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, the vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs) have attracted extremely [1]. VCSEL is one
of the key light source used in high performance optical communication systems where single mode operation,
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high output power, high speed modulation and low manufacture cost are necessary [2]. High optical gain in the
active area, high temperature, low threshold current and high thermal conductivity in the reflecting mirrors are
the main difficulties in developing VCSELs which are used in the field of optical spectroscopy [3]. When all
lateral modes except one are suppressed, a fully single mode, VCSEL operation is achieved. Mainly, a single
lobe distribution in a desirable lateral direction defined lasing of the fundamental mode. If carriers are confined
to the central part of the device, this modal distribution has best overlaps with the gain radial distribution. In real
device, the injected current is far from the central part of the device where the fundamental mode has appreciable amplitude. Consequently, it is necessary to funnel the current into the center of the active region. There have
been several approaches to address this issue: selective oxidation [4], proton implantation [5] or structured tunnel junction [6]. On one hand, narrowing the current aperture causes the reduction of the emitted power and on
the other hand, broadening of the current aperture favors multimode operation. Hence, it is necessary to additional structuring of VCSELs for their single mode operation with broader current apertures. It can be assured by
anti-resonant profile of the refractive index in the distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs) [7], surface etching [8],
surface grating [9] and photonic crystals (PhC) [10]. Since PhC has already verified its ability to select very
narrow spectrum of allowed frequencies and discriminate all higher modes [11], it is extremely attractive.
From one side, the PhC improves the wave guiding, which leads to better mode confinement and hence, to
higher efficiency of the stimulated recombination. From another side, it destroys the reflectivity of the DBR.
The accurate design can balance between these two effects and improve the device efficiency in terms of reduction of the threshold current and increase of lateral mode discrimination.
Recently, we proposed a structure for decreasing the threshold current of VCSELs [12] and showed that proposed structure decreased the threshold current about 76.52% from 2.3 mA to 0.6 mA. There have been a number of reports on the effect of the photonic crystal confined (PhC) on the modal characteristics by Czyszanowski’s group [13]-[15]. However, the structures presented are different laser wavelength (1.3 μm), the etching
depth and simulation method (the plane-wave admittance method).
In this paper, the impact of the photonic crystal confined and oxide confined (OC) optical confinement
schemes on the threshold characteristics of single mode 1.55 μm InGaAsP VCSEL design similar to that reported in [4] is investigated and compared with previous results [12] [14] [15]. The paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 briefly describes the theoretical model; Section 3 provides the details of the VCSEL structures; and
Section 4 presents the obtained numerical results. Finally, in Section 5, we conclude.

2. Theory
In modeling VCSEL, we must the electrical, optical and thermal interaction during VCSEL performance [16].
Thus base of simulation is to solve Poisson and continuity equations for electrons and holes. Poisson’s equation
is defined by [17]:
∇ ⋅ ( ε∇Ψ ) = ρ
(1)
where ψ is electrostatic potential, ρ is local charge density and ε is local permittivity. The continuity equations of electron and hole are given by [17]:
1 
∂n
(2)
= Gn − Rn + ∇ ⋅ J n ,
q
∂t

∂p
1 
= Gp − Rp + ∇ ⋅ J p .
∂t
q

(3)

where n and p are the electron and hole concentration, J n and J p are the electron and hole current densities, Gn and G p are the generation rates for electrons and holes, Rn and R p are the recombination rates
and q is the magnitude of electron charge.
The fundamental semiconductor Equations (1)-(3) are solved self-consistently together with Helmholtz and
the photon rate equations. The applied technique for solution of Helmholtz equation is based on effective frequency method [18] which shows accuracy for great portion of preliminary problems. Two-dimensional Helmholtz equation is solved to determine the transverse optical field profile and it is given by [17]:
∇2 E ( r , z, ϕ ) +

ω0
c2

ε ( r , z, ϕ , ω ) E ( r , z, ϕ ) =
0
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where ω is the frequency, ε ( r , z , ϕ , ω ) is the complex dielectric permittivity, E ( r , z , ϕ ) is the optical electric field and c is the speed of light in vacuum.
The light power equation relates electrical and optical models. The photon rate equation is given by [17]:
dS m
=
dt

 c
1
cL
Gm −
−

τ phm N eff
 N eff


 Sm + Rspm


(5)

where S m is the photon number, Gm is the modal gain, Rspm is the modal spontaneous emission rate, L
represents the losses in the laser, N eff is the group effective refractive index, τ phm is the modal photon lifetime and c is the speed of light in vacuum. The m refers to the modal number.
The heat flow equation has the form [17]:
C

∂TL
=
∇ (κ∇TL ) + H
∂t

(6)

where C is the heat capacitance per unit volume, κ is the thermal conductivity, H is the generation, TL is
the local lattice temperature and H is the heat generation term.
The heat generation equation has the form [17]:
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is the Joule heating term; q ( R − G ) φ p − φn + TL ( Pp − Pn )  − TL J n ∇Pn + J p ∇Pp is
 qµ n qµ p 
p
 n

the recombination and generation heating and cooling term; and the Peltier and Thomson effects.
In addition, all important, usually non-linear, interactions between the optical, electrical, thermal and recombination phenomena are also taken into account with the aid of the self-consistent iteration algorithm, including:
gain-induced wave-guiding, thermal focusing, self-focusing, temperature dependence of optical gain and absorption coefficients and the energy gaps and electrical conductivities and thermal conductivities, carrier-concentration dependence of electrical conductivities and optical gain and absorption coefficients and the energy
gaps and wavelength dependences of optical gain and absorption coefficients. Consequently, several factors are
effective in determining the profiles of all model parameters within the whole VCSEL volume, including: different chemical compositions of the VCSEL layers, the distributions of the temperature, the current density, the
carrier concentration and the mode radiation intensity.
Heat loss from the modeled VCSEL device was specified using thermal contacts at the top electrode, bottom
electrode and the device sidewall. The thermal contacts define thermal conductivities to simulate heat loss from
radiation via exposed surfaces or conduction through the semiconducting material to a heatsink.
Equation (1)-(7) provide an approach that can account for the mutual dependence of electrical, thermal, optical and elements of heat sources. In this paper, we employ numerical-based simulation software to assist in the
device design and simulation [17].

(

)

(

)

3. VCSEL Structure
The analyzed structure is similar to the one recently reported in [12] has been chosen as a model structure for the
analysis of the 1.55 µm InGaAsP VCSEL. The active region consists of six quantum wells where the well is 5.5
nm In0.76Ga0.24As0.82P0.18 and the barrier is 8 nm In0.48Ga0.52As0.82P0.18. In both sides of this active region, there is
InP and on top of it, GaAs. The top mirror is 30 layers of GaAs/Al0.33Ga0.67As with index of refraction 3.38 and
3.05 respectively, and the bottom mirror has 28 layers of GaAs/AlAs with index of refraction 3.38 and 2.89 respectively. Layer thickness, doping, majority carrier mobility, refractive index, temperature coefficient of n, absorption coefficient, and thermal conductivity of layers are listed in Table 1. In the OC VCSEL, the incorporation of a high aluminum content layer (Al0.98Ga0.02As) in two DBR periods above the active region allows for
selective oxidation [11]. Figure 1(a) shows the PhC VCSEL structure, which is similar to the above VCSEL [12]
but made additionally with a single defect PhC etched throughout the whole structure. The optical confinement
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Table 1. Parameters of the structure (l: layer thickness; N dop : doping; µ : majority carrier mobility; n : refractive index;
dn dT : temperature coefficient of n ; α : absorption coefficient; and κ : thermal conductivity).
Parameter unit

l
(µm)

n

(1/cm )

µ
(cm2/V·s)

N dop
3

dn dT

α

κ

−4

(10 /K)

(1/cm)

(W/cm·K)

Au/Ti (contact)

0.200

-

-

0.83

-

684,000

0.67

p-GaAs

0.020

2 × 1019

-

3.38

3

500

0.44

p-GaAs

0.182

4 × 1017

-

3.38

3

25

0.22

p-Al0.67Ga0.33As (DBR)

0.127

4 × 10

17

-

3.05

2

25

0.22

p-GaAs (DBR)

0.115

4 × 1017

-

3.38

3

25

0.44

p-GaAs (spacer)

0.020

4 × 1017

-

3.38

3

25

0.44

p-GaAs (spacer)

0.010

4 × 1019

-

3.38

3

1000

0.44

p-InP (spacer)

0.178

1 × 1018

30

3.17

2

24

0.68

16

150

3.17

2

0.24

0.68

100

3.6

2

54

0.043

p-Inp (spacer)

0.100

In0.76Ga0.24As0.82P0.18 (QW)

0.0055

In0.48Ga0.52As0.82P0.18 (barrier)

0.008

-

100

3.4

2

54

0.043

n-InP (spacer)

0.258

5 × 1018

4600

3.15

2

8

0.68

n-GaAs (spacer)

0.050

1 × 1018

-

3.38

3

6

0.44

n-GaAs (DBR)

0.115

1 × 10

18

-

3.38

3

6

0.22

n-AlAs (DBR)

0.134

1 × 1018

-

2.89

1

3

0.22

n-GaAs (substrate)

450

5 × 1018

-

3.38

3

5.8

0.44

1 × 10
-

Figure 1. (a) Schematic structure of the VCSEL device and (b) top view of
the triangular-lattice air holes pattern.

is achieved by means of seven air holes where the center is missed off to make the defect region, as shown in
Figure 1(b). The crucial PhC parameters are connected by the air hole diameter (a), the pitch (b) and the optical
aperture diameter (r), are defined in Figure 1(b). The transverse index guiding around the single defect region
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can be controlled by the air hole diameter the pitch ratio (a/b). We fixed the optical aperture diameter at 2 μm
and a/b ratio is varied from 0 to 0.95 for the study.

4. Results
The present work allows for determination of the optimum VCSEL structure that is found by a minimization of
the threshold power and current. Figure 2 presents a comparison of the optical intensity distributions at the lasing
threshold of OC and PhC VCSELs with different a/b values that emphasize the overlap of the holes by the modes
for the cutoff condition. Fundamentally, the increase of a/b ratio and the optical aperture diameter leads to an increase of the optical confinement factor within the active region and the optical intensity distributions changes
significantly. The case of a/b = 0.3 shows a star-like shape of the PhC mode that the field permeates the absorptive surrounding regions. However, at higher values of a/b ratios the mode distributions remain almost unchanged.
A comparison of the threshold characteristics of OC, PhC VCSELs and previous work [12] [14] [15] as a function of the a/b ratio is presented in Figures 3-5. As can be seen from Figure 3, the logarithmically scaled threshold power of PhC VCSELs decrease gradually with the increase in the a/b ratio. This initial decrement (from
a/b = 0 to a/b = 0.9) should be mainly due to improving the optical confinement by the photonic crystal. For a/b =
0.9 the threshold power reaches a minimum value of 0.5719e−5 W and then rapidly increases for a/b = 0.95,
which should be mainly due to blocking of most of the current flow by the holes. The minimal threshold power is
lowered by 48.82% from 1.1176e−5 W to 0.5719e−5 W than that of the OC VCSEL, since, the electrical resistance of the etched PhC regions is increased.
Figure 4 shows a monotonic decrease in the logarithmically scaled threshold current of PhC VCSELs with the
increase in the a/b ratio. This is caused by more effective optical confinement and stronger limitation of the current flow to the active region. As shown in Figure 4, photonic crystal VCSEL shows 30.86% and 57.02% lower
threshold current than that of the similar oxide confined VCSEL and previous results [19], respectively. Threshold current for two PhC VCSEL structures [14] [15] determined by r = 4 µm, a/b = 0.5 and r = 8 µm, a/b = 0.5
are 4.9 mA and 7.11 mA, respectively, which are very close to previous values of 4.89 mA and 7.12 mA, respectively [15]. We fixed the depth of the PhC holes at 7 μm for two PhC VCSEL structures.

Figure 2. The optical intensity distributions at the lasing threshold of the
fundamental mode within the active region in the case of the OC VCSEL
and the PhC VCSEL for four different a/b ratios.
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Figure 3. Threshold power of OC, PhC VCSELs and previous work [12] [14]
[15] as a function of the a/b ratio.

Figure 4. Threshold current of OC, PhC VCSELs and previous work [12]
[14] [15] as a function of the a/b ratio.

Figure 5 shows a threshold temperature increase for a/b = 0 than that of the OC VCSEL, since, the thermal
focusing is the unique wave guiding mechanism induced by the PhC structure. As can be seen from Figure 5,
threshold temperature of the OC VCSEL is always smaller than that of the PhC VCSEL. This is caused by the
more efficient heat sinking process in the OC VCSEL. For a/b = 0.7 the threshold temperature reaches a minimum
value of 300.147 K that is the optimum configuration for over threshold operation.

5. Conclusion
Threshold characteristics of a single mode 1.55 µm InGaAsP vertical cavity surface emitting laser with two
different optical confinement structures were analyzed and compared with previous work. In summary, the
results indicate that lowest threshold current and threshold power is for a/b = 0.9 that shows 30.86% and 57.02%
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Figure 5. Threshold temperature of OC, PhC VCSELs and previous work
[12] [14] [15] as a function of the a/b ratio.

lower threshold current than that of the similar oxide confined VCSEL and previous results, respectively.
Our studies reveal that high-precision PhC etching is necessary in PhC VCSELs in order to optimize their
threshold characteristics for light sources in high performance optical communication systems.
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